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PayrollPlus
In the fast growing market and demanding modern business environment, every company needs to
find solutions to overcome the competition, to organise the procedures, to minimise the cost,
and to save human resources and time.
PayrollPlus, a payroll solution that provides automation of your payroll procedures, aims to minimise the
operating costs of preparing payrolls, be fast and accurate, and to save time making life easier.

Main Features
Quick payroll preparation, automated calculations
Setup the software and let it do the calculations for you, keep your records and print reports. All the calculations you need for
Income Tax, Social Insurance, Provident Fund, Medical Fund, and Unions.
Configurable to fit your organisation
Made to meet your needs. Several parameters will allow you to set the software as per your demands. The software will adjust to
your needs, not you to the software.
Income Tax calculations have never been easier
Tax is calculated automatic. IR59 is completed where needed and all the calculations are done automatically for each payroll
you run.
Secure the processes
User levels assignment available to prevent unauthorised access to data.
Unlimited Earnings, Deductions and Contributions
There is no limit on how many different records you can have. Create as many as you like and assign them to the employees you
like. No limit to the records, no excess to what it is shown.
Intergation with accountings
Accounting interface with popular accounting systems to save time and eliminate errors.
Employee Documents
Documents of any type regarding the employees (i.e. identity card, passport, yellow slip, pink slip, driving license etc.) with scanned
images, expiry date, and expiration reminder date.
Always up-to-date
All our clients are eligible to free update of the software. Our goal is to keep our clients satisfied, providing updates for all law
regulations changes that affect our software modules, procedures, calculations or reports.
Support
Our staff is always there to support you.

Reporting
Legal
Monthly Social Insurance report, Income Tax Reports (T.D. 61, T.D. 63).
Management
Several reports available can provide informational details of the payrolls’
calculations including analysis of your payroll costs, employees details, payment
instructions, projects analysis etc.
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